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F
ollowing the rapid prolifera-
tion of mobile devices, espe-
cially smartphones, both 
server-based and embedded 
speech and multimodal 

applications started to emerge. These 
range from simpler applications where 
speech recognition is followed by a 
known task such as voice search or 
messaging, to more complex systems 
such as speech-to-speech translation, 
educational applications, or personal 
assistants. With the advances in client-
side capabilities coming with larger 
screens that enable multitouch dis-
plays, these applications have begun to 
move beyond conventional speech 
applications towards three orthogonal 
dimensions: multimodality, personal-
ization, and continuous and ubiquitous 
situation awareness. This has a signifi-
cant effect, not only on the input side 
(for example, by allowing simultaneous 
touch and talk), but also on the output 
side, by making alternative types of 
information presentation (such as 
showing a map or Web page while dis-
playing text or playing audio prompts) 
available. 

The mobile device is no longer an 
island device but is rather fully con-
nected to other personal devices [such as 
a personal computer (PC), tablet, or tele-
vision (TV)] and data/information, 
enabling seamless and continuous tran-
sition between devices, where each 
device simply provides a different modal-
ity and view into a central repository of 
data/information in the cloud. 

In this article, we highlight some of 
the technical challenges and research 
needed for mobile multimodal applica-

tions, especially focusing on educa-
tional aspects and research problems, 
pointing out issues and opportunities 
for students in this area. Our goal is to 
explore challenges, possibilities, and 
approaches for enabling speech pro-
cessing, as well as convenient and 
effective speech and multimodal user 
interfaces for mobile environments. 

FROM SPEECH TO MULTIMODAL
Figure 1 presents a very high-level time-
line for speech-based and multimodal 
interactive systems. The earliest large 
scale systems, commonly known as 
interactive voice response (IVR) sys-
tems, are typically machine-directed 
dialog systems that ask users specific 
questions and expect user input to 
belong to a set of predetermined key-
words or phrases [1]. 

The second generation spoken dialog 
systems allowed users to talk more natu-
rally. Such systems were first developed 
under government-funded projects, such 
as the DARPA Communicator and 
ESPRIT Sundial projects [2], as well as 
within commercial research labs such as 
AT&T’s How May I Help You (HMIHY)? 
system [3]. These systems typically 
include large vocabulary speech recogni-
tion, natural language understanding 
and generation, and dialog management 
components [4]. Data-driven techniques 
began to dominate the field following the 
advances in statistical machine learning 
methods.

MULTIMODAL CONVERSATIONAL 
INTERACTION FRAMEWORK
Although there were earlier multimodal 
interactive systems, such as AT&T 
MATCH, Microsoft MiPad, or ESPRIT 
MASK ([5]–[7], among others), the 
boom of smartphones resulted in a 
completely new array of multimodal 
applications. At a very high level, the 
basic components of such a system are 
shown in Figure 2, following [8]. This 
schema can also be adapted to interac-
tive speech-to-speech translation, voice 
search, or dictation systems without 
loss of generality. Each interaction with 
the user is called a turn, and at each 
turn a user’s input, Xi5 5Ti, Si, Gi6, can 
be in text (Ti), speech (Si), and/or ges-
tures (Gi). The goal of multimodal 
understanding is to then convert this 
multimodal input into a task-specific 
semantic representation of the user’s 
intention Au.  This step involves 
 recognition, semantic parsing, multi-
modal fusion, and interpretation. 
Interpretation can exploit semantic 
context Cu , such as the belief state of 
the system (which may include a user 
goal and actions, as well as dialog his-
tory), user specific meta-information, 
such as geolocation and personal pref-
erences, and other contextual informa-
tion. For example, if the user clicks on a 
map on the screen and asks “how much 
is the cheapest gas around here?” the 
system should be able to interpret the 
intent and the associated arguments, 
such as 

Get_Price(good=gas,cost relative
  =cheapest, location=(latitude,

longitude)).

More formally, statistical approaches 
estimate Au as
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 A^ u5 argmax
Au

  P 1Au | Xi,Cu 2

 5 argmax
Au

  P 1Au | Ti, Si, Gi, Cu 2 .

The dialog manager then decides on the 
most appropriate system action As. In 
the statistical approaches, this decision 
is made based on the expected reward 
over belief states, where the belief states 
are estimated using the previous 
machine action and belief state, as well 
as the observations the machine 
receives from the user [9]. However, all 
the traditional dialog management con-
cepts need to be tailored to multimodal 
interaction from grounding to belief 
state optimization to response gen -
eration. For example the difference 
between implicit and explicit confirma-
tions gets blurry with graphical user 
interface elements. Moreover, with the 
multimodal output, several different 
actions can be performed simultane-
ously. Hence, a response is generated 
similarly in a multimodal fashion, out-
puttingXo5 5To, So, Do6,  that includes 
text 1To 2,  speech 1So 2,  and/or display 
 elements 1Do 2, given the system’s belief 
state concepts, Cs and the system 
action As.

 X̂o5 argmax
Xo

  P 1Xo | As , Cs 2

 5T̂o, Ŝo, D̂o6

 5 argmax
To, So, Do

 P 1To, So, Do | As , Cs 2 .

For instance, if the dialog manager 
decides to present the information 
about the gas stations with prices, the 
multimodal generation needs to decide 
whether to show a map or list and/or 
speak this information to the user. 

TOWARDS UBIQUITOUS AND 
CONTINUOUS PERSONAL 
INTERACTION
When telecommunications started 
moving from conventional land lines to 
smartphones allowing for graphical 
user interfaces, this was seen by some 
as the end of the speech-based applica-
tions, such as IVR. However, this has 
actually been the dawn of an exciting 
new era, where speech input is critical 

in enabling a number of technological 
opportunities associated with specific 
research challenges as described below. 

PERSONALIZATION
Interactive systems are now becoming 
highly personalized. The mobile device 
can record vast amounts of private 
information about the user, ranging 
from contact lists and calendars to his-
tory of geolocations coupled with time 

and previous written or spoken  commu-
nications. This user-specific metadata is 
waiting to be exploited for “customized” 
user interaction instead of “one size fits 
all” speech systems, such as voice 
search or call routing. Per sonalized 
mobile systems also enable longitudinal 
user  studies, since users typically con-
tinue to use their mobile multimodal 
applications over a long period of time. 
O ne research challenge would be using 

Multimodal Systems:
e.g., Tap and Talk: MiPad on
Pocket PC:

Intent Determination:
(e.g., AT&T HMIHY)
User: “I’d like to have
a copy of my March bill.”

Keyword Spotting:
System: “Please say
collect, calling card,
person, third number,
or operator.”

2010

2000

Late 1990s

Early 1990s

Multimodal Systems:
e.g., MATCH

Task-Specific Argument
Extraction: (e.g., DARPA ATIS)
User: “I want to fly from Boston
to New York next week.”

[FIG1] A brief history of multimodal interactive systems.
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[FIG2] A conceptual architecture of multimodal interactive systems.
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implicit supervision for user adaptation 
of models, exploiting user behavior 
 patterns. 

POWER O F THE CLOUD
The advances in cloud computing offer 
mobile application users an abstract 
view of mul timodal processing services. 
All personal data, models, and applica-
tion-specific information can be stored 
in the cloud. This allows users to inter-
act with the system independent of the 
specific mobile device they have and 
ena ble developers to build and upgrade 
ubiquitous applications living in the 
cloud, alleviating the need for maintain-
ing or updating servers or storage 
spaces. This comes at the cost of 
latency, which is often negligible to the 
users, provided streaming speech pro-
cessing via the data channel. 

POWER OF CONNECTIVITY 
TO OTHER DEVICES
The exi stence of the cloud enables the 
notion that the mobile phone is no 
longer an isolated device but rather 
fully connected to our other devices. 
This results in int eresting research 
areas in building applications indepen-
dent of mobile devices. Given that many 
personal devices (such as  TVs, PCs, and 
tablets) or mobile devices are already 
connected to the Internet, there is no 
reason why the interaction is limited to 
only mobile. One can switch seamlessly 
from one screen to another and con-
tinue an interaction, since all the data 
maintenance and processing may be 
done on the cloud, provided client-side 
applications for the possible devices. 
While this is technically possible, the 
intelligent application must handle 
such screen transitions. Each device 
may simply provide a different experi-
ence and modality. The usage patterns 
and user behavior may vary over multi-
ple screens, making the modeling of all 
components more challenging. 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA/VOICE
The setup of continuous communica-
tion channels gives an opportunity for a 
nearly “open-microphone” feel. In other 

words, instead of push-to-talk, one can 
simply interact with the system when 
needed, and similarly the system can 
proactively engage in a dialog with the 
user. Even when the user is not interact-
ing with the system, the system can 
optionally be in “listening” mode, if 
needed. Such a setup enables many 
applications beyond interactive intelli-
gent systems, such as health assessment 
or tracking systems. There are a number 
of significant challenges researchers 
need to tackle, ranging from under-
standing when the user is interacting 
with the system to robust recognition 
and processing of speech. 

RAPID PROTOTYPING AND 
BOOTSTRAPPING FOR DATA
Given that most speech applications 
require in-domain data, mobile applica-
tions provide an unmatched framework 
for this purpose. Currently, there are 
many sites that provide basic fun -
ctionality, such as server-based speech 
 recognition or synthesis. These capabil-
ities make the engineering of a new 
mobile application easy and allow for a 
quick start to data collection for the 
specific domain/application/language 
of interest. 

PROGRAMMABLE WEB
In most interactive systems, building 
the back-end infrastructure is a great 
engineering hurdle. The programmable 
Web offers solutions towards scalability 
for porting to new domains providing 
application programming interfaces 
(APIs) to knowledge sources and data-
bases. The structure used in the back 
end may also drive the design of the 
semantic infrastructure and interac-
tion flow. The biggest challenge is 
compensating for the misalignments 
between the available APIs and the 

functionalities of the system via natu-
ral interaction. 

CONCLUSIONS
We have attempted to distill the 
research challenges and opportunities 
for mobile applications, ranging from 
personalization to connectivity. We 
believe that interactive multimodal 
mobile  applications are still in their 
infancy and this is an exciting emerg-
ing field for research and development. 
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